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Animal Souls 

(October 29, 1987) 

 

Do animals have an individual soul, or is it that they come like a group soul? I have read several things on 

this. 

 

They have a Collective Consciousness. They are also individual energies, and they are connected 

to a source, which is a connection to The One. You see, they are connected. They are what you 

might call a little arm, you see. The Animal Collective Consciousness is connected so that the 

animal, when its spirit becomes a part of The One of that Collective Consciousness, they are then 

at a point where they can become a part of a higher energy. They can evolve into a higher 

energy, and in fact, the animal energy, once it has evolved to its highest form, can in fact begin its 

progress by taking on forms in the millions of dimensions of which we speak, the earth plane 

being one. 

 

Many of you have animal energies with you who are ready for this next step. This is a particular 

time on the earth plane once again for the animal energy to accelerate, and you can recognize 

this by the behavior of certain animals, the Unconditional Love and attention that is given to you 

by a particular animal entity. 

 

A Question Is Posed By Someone Who Is Experiencing Animal Awareness 

(March 01, 1988) 

 

There is one in your group who is known as Francis. I have been thinking a lot about animals lately. I do 

not know if he is around. I just seem to be experiencing animal awareness lately. 

 

It is why Barnabus is so attentive to you. You must realize that part of the role that Francis has in 

this gathering, while he may not speak directly to you all, is to increase awareness of the 

reverence for life. And one begins with the reverence for animal life, and it begins with an 

awareness of life, all on the earth plane, be it animal or vegetable, whatever. And before one can 

have the complete attunement to The Universe, there must be the beginnings of a sensitivity 

toward animal life. And yes, he is influencing you. Because of your connection with Mushiba and 

myself there are occurrences now taking place. There was a lifetime with Barnabus and Mushiba 

that you shared. He was in an animal form that is not known today, and just as humans have 

soul recognition, so too do animals have soul recognition. He recognizes you. Francis is coming 

to you in your meditations. 

 

Please Explain The Special Link Man Has With Dolphins 

(August 23, 1988) 

 

Those of The Animal Kingdom that incarnate into the dolphin form are at a relatively high level 

in The Animal Kingdom and come into that particular form in order to learn particular 
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communication abilities. They are able to finetune and develop their communication abilities 

with The Human Kingdom, and it is in preparation for them to transcend into higher levels. It 

does not mean that all in The Animal Kingdom must incarnate into dolphin form, as it is referred 

to, but it is beneficial. 

 

This particular animal form has been in existence since the time of Atlantis, the middle part of 

Atlantis, so we would be referring back about thirty thousand years. This is not really 

acknowledged by the scientists. There are some scientists of a higher enlightenment who have 

recognized the evolvement of this particular form of The Animal Kingdom but have recognized 

that it is something that cannot be discussed, for they would be ridiculed.  

 

So, there are certain energies at the Human level who can, in fact, communicate with this 

particular level of The Animal Kingdom. There is great learning that occurs from both when this 

happens. It is an animal form that also teaches the animal energy great gentleness and patience 

and gives the energy form a view of the human. It helps them to decide if in fact that they would 

want to move into The Human Kingdom when they have reached that point where they would 

be given that option, and it helps them to see a certain perspective for, as we have said before, 

those of The Animal Kingdom, when they reach a particular level, are given the choice of moving 

into The Human Kingdom or simply going into other types of dimensions. 

 

Many decide that they do not want to come into The Human Kingdom, and this is fine. The 

Human Kingdom does not, by the way, mean advancement. It simply means a particular learning 

experience for the energy form. It does not mean that you are higher than an animal energy. It 

simply means that you are taking on certain lessons. For all energies eventually become One. 

 

Technique For Sending Light To The Animal Kingdom, In Times Of Their Distress 

(October 18, 1988) 

 

And thus, we will send to these beautiful souls, the whales, a special energy. What I would like 

you all to do is to take your hands, your right hand facing up and your left hand facing down, 

and bring them together now, the left over the right, and concentrate. And within this small 

circle, as you see the hands of Mushiba, place in there a ball of White Light. And within that 

White Light visualize these three whales. And as you visualize these three whales, start the ball of 

White Light pulsating and surrounding them and send them warmth from the Light. And now 

slowly bring your hands back, keeping the left hand down and right hand up, bring it back into 

the position straight out from your body and breathe in through the solar plexus, deep, and bring 

this in through the nostrils and release the breath through the mouth, and do this one more time. 

Ah-h. 

 

What we have given you is a technique that is especially significant for The Animal Kingdom, in 

helping The Animal Kingdom, when they are in times of despair, distress, or need. And so, if you 

find yourself in the future wanting to send Light to the Soul of one in The Animal Kingdom, this is 

a particularly helpful technique. 
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Can this technique be used for the plants as well? 

 

This particular technique has been especially programmed for The Animal Kingdom ~ not for the 

plants but The Animal Kingdom. There are, remember all of you, so many, many, many 

techniques that we will begin to show you these techniques. We have given a good number of 

them already. 

 

Many Of The Animals Need To Learn To Live In Enclosures 

(December 13, 1988) 

 

Waith, I would like to thank Waith and Company, I am not sure who is exactly responsible for guiding 

my cat home. Right after we moved she got out. 

 

Yes, we know. It was Francis. 

 

I thought so. I really thank him for that. Everybody was frightened. 

 

Yes, we know. It was a hard lesson for you. You realize the lesson, do you not?  

 

Yes, I think so. 

 

Learn it well, for if you have not it will happen again and you will not have her back. 

 

Is it better to let them become house cats? 

 

Yes. It is not allowed for them to be other than that for now. Many of the animal vibrations 

must learn to live in enclosures, in restricted environments. It is part of what they need to learn, 

for many of them now will, in fact, be with you when The Shift occurs. 

 

I think they are beginning to get used to it. 

 

They will. 

 

They do not seem to sit by the door so often. 

 

They will learn just as each of you learns to adapt. Animals have the ability to adapt. They just 

are not given the opportunity by those who would control them. 
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Killing Of Animals And The Issue Of Balancing 

(December 13, 1988) 

 

About the animals. There are so many alligators down in Florida that they say they have practically taken 

over every piece of water that they can find. And in Connecticut they say that the deer are so many of 

them. Does this have to do with The Shift? 

 

It absolutely does have to do with The Shift. There will be as part of the gains of The Shifting an 

overabundance of animals. They, too, must learn lessons. They, too, will have a certain vibration 

to which they must be in order to remain, and it is also a lesson for those of The Human 

Kingdom. It is all balancing out. Nature, as it is called, balances itself. It does not need The 

Human Kingdom to do it for it. It is a lesson, however. 

 

I know that they showed on television that the people are going out and killing those crocodiles. It is just 

what they do all day. It is their job, I guess. 

 

Yes, indeed. 

 

I did not think that was too pleasant. 

 

And they will have to balance that behavior in another lifetime, for when one kills an energy 

form it affects the entire Universe. 

 

What about hunters? The same problem? 

 

Absolutely. 

 

But so many people think that that is the most ~ I do not think so but they think that is the way it is. 

 

Of course. It is all part of lessons to be learned for the animals as well as The Human Kingdom. 

We do not judge it, for it is not to be judged. It is simply a scenario that needs to be played out 

by whoever is taking it on for lessons to be learned and in understanding that when one does a 

certain type of thing such as hunting that it needs to be balanced. 

 

One cannot kill without having to balance. Some do it in the manifestation in which they have 

taken on the hunting, shall we say. They stop and they balance in some way. Others though, and 

this is generally so, simply will have to go into another several incarnations in order to balance it 

out, and it is as we have spoken so often before, the gradual evolution of The Human Kingdom 
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in understanding the connectedness and in not doing harm to energy forms and that it is a 

gradual evolution. 

 

Does that mean we are balancing by not eating the meat? 

 

That is correct. That is correct. 

 

Animals Making The Transition To Human Form 

(January 10, 1989) 

 

During the time of Atlantis and the latter part of Lemuria, was that the time where the great dinosaurs 

also were in existence? I seem to have several memories of coexisting with large animals, the dinosaurs. Is 

that accurate? 

 

There were large animals at the time. They are not that which is referred to as the dinosaurs. 

Those were in another time frame. What you bring to your surface from the Soul are animals that 

were very, very peaceful. And they were vegetarian. And they worked hand in hand. They were 

highly evolved. 

 

Were they lizard? Were they the evolved from the dinosaurs? Were they early mammals? 

 

They had an appearance that would indicate what you would call a lizard look. Very gentle 

creatures. Very gentle. 

 

Would you say you could ride them and you could actually have them pull carts? Horses do, too. 

 

Oh, yes. They were very much of assistance in this area. They were most gentle. Most gentle. 

 

When you say they were evolved, does that mean that they have moved on to another form of life? 

 

They have. They are not currently incarnating. They had reached their level of evolvement and 

no longer needed as a learning experience ~ that physical encasement. It was no longer needed 

once the vibrational field of the planet changed with the cleansing ten thousand years ago. They 

were no longer complimentary, that physical form. And many of them that were in that physical 

form, that spirit, are incarnated now. Our own dear Barnabus had one incarnation as that. He 

was also ~ this was not ten thousand years ago, it was approximately, oh, maybe ten thousand - 

eleven thousand - twelve thousand ~ Ten thousand years ago when this scenario of which I 

speak, on occasion, Barnabus was very much a furry creature. His gentleness has been a part of 

his spirit form. 
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Have any of them evolved into a human? Are there humans on the earth plane now that were these 

creatures? 

 

Yes. Yes. Barnabus is about to make that decision. He has reached that evolvement point where it 

will be allowed. It does not always occur. It does not become an automatic. It is something that 

is presented to the animal entity as an opportunity, and they realize the tremendous path they 

have ahead of them. It is a very, very difficult path to take. And when it does occur, it means a 

tremendous, tremendous number of earth plane years. We speak of millions and millions and 

millions of earth plane years. Yes. There is no entity now in your midst who falls in this category 

of close proximity. You have come in contact with these individuals. 

 

Waith, you mentioned Barnabus. Now is that true that basically dogs or can it be any animal that can 

make the transition? 

 

Any animal. 

 

A cat can? 

 

Yes indeed. For they all incarnate into different roles just as all of you do. In one incarnation you 

are a male, another incarnation you are a female, another one you are this, another one you are 

that, taking on the role. So too, do the animals. Barnabus has been a bird. He has definitely been 

a cat. He has taken on all of the available Animal Kingdom roles which is ~ many of them do 

not want to do this. They simply want to incarnate in certain bodies and certain roles because it 

is easy for them and they have a nice time about it. Others want to take on all of the possibilities 

so that they can advance themselves, and Barnabus has done this. Angel has done this. And 

Snowflake is currently taking on this opportunity. You would expect only highly evolved animals 

in this environment, would you not?! 

 

Could Barnabus decide not to come back in any form in order to stay with Mushiba? 

 

He is ~ when he leaves this incarnation, it will be, of course, before Mushiba leaves. And he will 

~ he is currently making the decision as to whether to come back in human form. He has finished 

all that he needs in The Animal Kingdom. He may decide then to stay in spirit form with Mushiba 

in spirit form. He can make that decision. 

 

And then do they look like dogs, or do they look like spirits? ☺ 

 

They are balls of Light, just as you are. In actuality, there is no substance. When we say balls of 

Light it is to give you an analogy for you to be able to understand. But realize that energy has no 

form. It simply is. 
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The Harnessing Or Caging Of Your Animals 

(February 21, 1989) 

 

I purchased a harness for my cat, and I was wondering if you could ask Francis if it would be appropriate 

to let the cats out on a leash once in a while. 

 

Francis, as well as all of us, are not particularly pleased with the idea of harnessing an animal, and 

feel that it could, in fact, damage the spirit somewhat of the animal. Think of it yourself as being 

harnessed and held restrictive in an environment that you would like to be able to be free in. It is 

better to not be in the environment than to be held captive in the environment that you would 

like to be free in. It is simply that the cat for now should not be outside. It would not really be 

appropriate, dearest one. Keep it inside. 

 

One cat is not having any problems being in, but the other one is constantly crying to go out. It is still 

having a hard time. 

 

Yes, indeed. Lessons to be learned. For if this entity were to go outside now, it could create 

greater damage to the Soul, for there would be the attempt to escape and run, and there needs 

to be learning in that area. 

 

Would that go for a cage also? For, you know, if you had like a ferret or that sort of an animal that 

sometimes it is not safe to let them run loose in the house because they can get into trouble. Should you 

just not have a ferret? 

 

If you were not able to have an animal run free in the environment in which you would like to 

place it, it is best not to have that animal. Much damage is done when there are these types of 

cages. Realizing that there are certain environments that are needed, for example, when you 

have those of The Fish Kingdom, for example, but they are in water. It gives them their 

appropriate environment, you see, and a cage is not. 

 

I have been keeping my rabbit in a cage because I thought she's pregnant, and I was afraid of letting her 

loose and having the babies where the cats or the other male rabbit could get them. Is she indeed 

pregnant, or is that just something I assumed? 

 

At this time, she is not. 

 

Ah, well I can open her cage then. 

 

At this time. It would be beneficial for the entity to be given freedom, and just as you see the 

animals here coexist, so too, if given the opportunity to coexist, they will. 
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Yes. They all get along fine. I was just worried about ~ I thought she was pregnant, and I was not sure if 

the other animals would get the babies that she's not having. That was my concern. Has Francis been over 

there opening her cage?  

 

There has been some activity, I understand, from those in The Company, for none like to see 

animals caged. 

 

I came in one day, and I saw the cage open and one rabbit in and the other one out, and everybody said 

they did not do it. I kind of wondered. Okay, when I go home, I will let her out. She is used to the 

freedom. 

 

Yes. It would not matter, cagewise, if there was ~ the babies expected, for they would be taken 

care of in the way that is meant to be. 

 

Issue Of Caging Your Pets ~ Someone With Cats Is Getting A Bird 

(February 28, 1989) 

 

I am getting a bird on Friday. I was thinking of putting the bird in the basement also, so the bird can learn 

to live with the cats and the rabbits. 

 

That would be fine. Do not cage the bird. 

 

Do not cage the bird ~ but, but ~ trust in The Universe? ☺ Okay. 

 

Your soul has asked for this occasion. 

 

Okay, then I should just leave the cage open so it has the cage to go into at its own free will. 

 

So, it has a home. All energies need to have a place where they know they can go without being 

locked. 

 

Yes. My rabbits were not happy with that. 

 

Indeed. 

 

This energy that is encased in the form of a bird has had difficulties in this incarnation and must 

learn now and understand that it is in an environment of love. 

 

And it will be okay? 
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Yes. 

 

Is there a reason why all the birds we have had have died? They seem to have short stays with us. 

 

Understand that energies that incarnate into the bird encasement do not have a long time. They 

have very specific lessons that do not take all that long to work through, and then they are ready 

to go into another encasement. 

 

Reincarnation ~ Those Of The Human Level Will Not Reincarnate Into Animal Form 

(February 28, 1989) 

 

Waith, could I ask you a question regarding the reincarnation of our souls into animals? I have problems 

seeing this, but is this a case when our soul reincarnates into a bird or into another type of animal that it 

does this for a particular reason? 

 

Those of the higher levels do not incarnate into the lower levels. This is a fallacy. So, if you have 

elevated into a certain level, such as the human level, you will not go into animal form. It does 

not happen. The opposite is true, that as the energies increase in their vibrations, they are 

allowed to move from one kingdom to another. So, there are many of The Animal Kingdom 

who, once they have learned all the lessons of The Animal Kingdom, are given the opportunity 

to move into a higher level, not necessarily human. There are many levels that they can choose, 

human being one of them. That is all we will discuss of it now, for it is a very interesting topic. 

Further questions will be answered at other times. 

 

This is very interesting. It is perhaps six or seven thousand years old. It was used ~ one moment 

while we bring this into focus ~ most interesting. Well, it has quite a history. It has quite a 

history. 

 

I was sort of hoping older, like ten thousand. 

 

No, it has a time frame that includes your energy. It is not what you would think it to be, from 

Atlantis, but rather it is from a time of an incarnation that you had with your twin. Very, very 

beneficial. You were in a ~ this was used in a temple structure. You were female and your twin 

was male. You spread beautiful information and this was part of an altar on which you placed 

living plants, and the plants were used ~ these were particular plants used for healing, and they 

gave of themselves unselfishly to heal physical wounds, when placed upon the wounds. This 

served as what is called an altar. It is simply that foundation for healing. It has been returned to 

you for future soul memories that will come forth at the appropriate time. 

 

A Lesson Learned With A New Bird In One’s Environment 
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(March 07, 1989) 

 

Did we have a lesson to learn this weekend with our new bird? 

 

Ah. We know of your disappointment. It was meant that the animal spirit was to depart. It had a 

very, very traumatic life, and in order for it to ascend into a spirit dimension properly, it needed 

to be in the right vibration when it was ready to depart from the physical encasement. Thus, it 

was brought into your environment to receive preparation for departure. This will occur 

frequently. There will be many of The Animal Kingdom that will find their way into your 

environment, in your vibration. There was a balancing that needed to occur between this 

vibration and that known as Fluffy, the cat. 

 

Fluffy, the cat. 

 

Yes. Fluffy, the cat. Fluffy was brutalized in a prior incarnation by the entity that was in the bird 

vibration, and it is knowledge for all of you that the vibrations of the kingdoms must also 

balance just as all of you do in The Human Kingdom, and thus it is balanced now. 

 

In the short two days we were able to help the bird? 

 

Indeed, you were. And so, young ones, do not feel distressed, for the vibration is being helped 

through the electromagnetic field that surrounds the earth plane and being brought back into 

spirit where it also will evaluate its incarnation and be prepared for the next phase of its own 

growth. 

 

Is that why I felt on the verge of tears all day Sunday? Recognizing that its soul was leaving. 

 

That is correct. 

 

I understand that today, but when I got home and heard the bird had died, my first thought was maybe 

that is why I was sad all day. 

 

Indeed. It was a sadness, as you would call it, at the physical level. And now that you have an 

understanding of a part of the mission that you have, you will connect better with your soul, 

which was not sad. 

 

My soul knew what was coming. 

 

Indeed. 
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A Brief Discussion Of Animal Pets 

(March 14, 1989) 

 

Can you tell me what my dog hears? Is she aware of Francis? She is always covering her ears. 

 

She hears a very, very high attunement from the spirit world, and there are many times when 

Francis will visit, as he does with many of you who have those of The Animal Kingdom. Some of 

those in The Animal Kingdom are more attuned to the vibration than others, and others are just 

becoming aware of another dimension and, therefore, they are not quite sure what to do when 

they hear this. 

 

My dog barks at the air. 

 

It is usually Francis. It happens with Barnabus quite frequently. 

 

One of my rabbits is becoming more aware of my sensitivity. She is getting quite friendly. 

 

Indeed. As you open up yourselves to those of the animal vibrations, they too will open to you. 

They will feel more comfort.  

 

Francis Addresses Animal Testing And Controversy Over Animal Experimentation 

(March 28, 1989) 

 

Regarding animal testing. There are a lot of talks about pro and contra. On one side, we are saying we 

have the right to test all types of drugs and medicine on animals. And the other side might be that we say 

we cannot test any drugs on animals. If we want to take the benefit out of this, we should test it on 

human beings. I would like to hear your comments on this. 

 

To answer that, Francis will speak, for this is part of his mission. 

 

Francis: The blessings to you all! I have been asked by Waith to comment on your question. To 

respond in the idealistic manner, there should be no experimentation done on any lifeform. 

However, this is the idealistic and not the reality. And what occurs as energies grow and learn, 

that in order to grow and learn they must learn not to experiment on each other and especially 

on the lower species. 

 

The Levels Of Awareness And Understanding Toward The Reverence Of Life 

(March 28, 1989) 
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You find yourselves in this time frame now with a greater awareness for the reverence of life. 

Understand that the reverence for life varies, and that, as has been discussed in prior sessions, that 

there are periods of (Francis hesitates here briefly) between cleansings, and that there have been 

many, many, many cleansings, and that in actuality there is a fresh start at the end of a cleansing 

and the beginning of a new time frame and a new vibration.  

 

And generally speaking, as a cleansing is about occur, there becomes a heightened awareness of 

life and it becomes very controversial, for those of the darkness would say, of course, that it is 

fine to experiment as long as some energy is saved as a result of this. The Universal Laws indicate 

this not to be true. Those of the dark would try to convince as many as they could that animals, 

for example, can be used to experiment as long as it is to help humankind, or even if it is not, 

even if it is simply to gain material goods as a result of the experimentation. 

 

The Issues Of Eating Animals And Being Vegetarian 

(March 28, 1989) 

 

We find ourselves in a period of time now where there needs to be greater Light given to the 

controversy, and this is what has begun to happen. You must understand that part of the growth 

and the learning that is part of the earth plane is in appreciating life, and that those of you who, 

for example, would eat meat ~ we have said this before, that it is not to condemn yourselves, 

but rather to understand that as you go through your lives and you increase in your vibration, 

part of the growth toward Oneness is in the total acceptance of life and that no other life is to be 

taken for substance of the body or for preservation of the body, meaning remedies, cosmetics. 

 

This, however, on the earth plane, will never reach its perfection, for reverence for life is attained 

gradually after many experiences, and that the earth plane is simply part of that process that you 

encounter to help you become more sensitive to life, and to know that your life, your energy, is 

not dependent upon the experimentation of another energy, but that this is reached only after 

great vibrational attunements and awarenesses ~ and my mission is to help you to grow ever so 

slightly or in great bounds to appreciate life. 

 

Understand that everything has an energy and is therefore life. The ground upon which you walk 

is an energy. The earth is an energy, and for you to say that you would eliminate all 

experimentation or all abuses, as you might use the word, of life would be an impossibility on 

the earth plane. It just will not happen, that totality, for it would mean that you would have to 

be in spirit form, for your physical encasement, as you sit here now is infringing upon energy and 

life, but that energy gives of itself for its own growth, just as you would eat vegetables instead of 

meat. Vegetables are lifeforms and they give of themselves willingly, for they have lessons to 

learn. So too do animals. So too do other lifeforms give of themselves, whether to be eaten or to 

be experimented upon. It is all part of that which must be learned, and it is all necessary for the 

growth of the total Oneness. 
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Each of you are at your own level of awareness and understanding and sensitivity towards the 

reverence for life, and you should not judge others who may be at a different level than you, nor 

should you condemn any who would eat the animal or who would experiment with the animal, 

but rather to send your Light and to show by your example that you have reverence for life ~ 

and for many this takes the form of not eating animal flesh, not using products that are made 

from animals, not purchasing products such as these cosmetics that have experimentation used to 

produce these products. 

 

You each have your own issues upon which you can decide to work with, and it takes the form 

of radical behavior sometimes on the part of many to get certain messages across. And there will 

be many who will be very judgemental toward others who abuse lifeforms. And you have many, 

many now, organizations, as you call them, for the preservation of life and animal life, and it 

may seem contradictory to what I would say that you must not judge others that in looking at 

these organizations, they appear to be judging. 

 

What they are doing is opening up awarenesses, and each energy has its own responsibilities 

toward making others aware of where they stand in their own attitudes toward animal life. It is a 

neverending challenge. It is an activity that goes on and on, from the beginning until ~ there is 

no end ~ eternity. It is all part of each of you learning your way and returning to the One, for 

you will have total reverence for life at the point of Oneness, and everything before then is part 

of the process and part of the way back. 

 

And so, we would say to you that if you are able to alleviate ever so slightly the pain that 

another energy would feel as a result of any infliction of will, then you have grown and you 

have ~ (a word is inaudible due to a cough in the room). It is not necessary to shed all that you know 

now. Many of you feel pressure around you that, if you are to be truly in a spiritual path you 

must be rid of your wanting to eat animals. This is not accurate. It must be at your own 

evolvement and not because someone else tells you. 

 

And you must also understand that we welcome all into the community, regardless of where you 

are in your evolvement and that for many who will come into this community, into Terra Lux, 

they will be influenced by those of you who have evolved to a certain level of reverence, and it 

will again be your behavior and your influence rather than your proselytizing that will affect the 

greatest number. 

 

You were talking about eating food and vegetables, and when I look at it from the approach of eating 

energy then I have problems to differentiate between vegetables, fruit and animals. I mean, they are all 

energies. 

 

Francis: That is correct. 

 

You find fruit which eat animal, they have half fruit, half animals, so where do you draw the line there? 

This is very difficult. 
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Francis: Yes, yes indeed it is, and as I had said earlier, it would mean that you would have to 

become total energy while on the earth plane in order to not consume any energy, for even to 

consume air is the consumption of energy, and the consumption of water, that which you might 

not think to be energy is. And thus, this is part of the set-up of the earth plane, that while you are 

in a physical encasement you will be consuming other energies in order to sustain your energy in 

your encasement. Once you go into energy form, you do not need this, you see. 

 

The Hierarchy Of The Energy Kingdom 

(March 28, 1989) 

 

So, what you are saying, if we are aware of this, we should stop eating meat of higher-developed animals, 

and the more we accomplish at our own energy stage, the farther we go down the level of energy 

development? 

 

Francis: That is one way of looking at it. Yes, that is. The Energy Kingdoms do have their 

hierarchy, and you would find that many of The Animal Kingdom are very high at the hierarchy, 

and as you begin to eliminate consumption of various animals and work your way down, you 

will find yourself at a level of energy that eventually will evolve into a higher level, but they, 

too, must learn their lessons just as each of you learns your lessons and evolves into a higher 

energy. And part of their lesson is to Be of Service, and part of Being of Service is to provide 

sustenance to higher energy forms. And once they have learned their lesson they evolve into a 

different energy form, and as they evolve into higher energy forms, they will reach that level 

where they will no longer be consumed and their service will be of another nature. 

 

Jacques Gives A Formula To Alleviate The Problem Of Cats Spraying In The House 

(March 28, 1989) 

 

Francis, I have a question about my cat, Fluffy. I am trying to let him come upstairs now and then, but 

after he is upstairs for a while, he likes to spray. I do not know if he is marking his territory or what. Is 

there anything I can do help him not to spray in the house? He does not do it downstairs where he lives, 

but when he comes upstairs and he is up for a while ~ it is very hard living with that. 

 

Francis: The energy form is feeling confined and needs to be confined for the time, for its own 

safety. You ~ I confer with Jacques here. He gives me the information. Jacques will come in to 

speak with you. 

 

Jacques: I am Jacques. Greetings. You need to ~ I have come in to discuss this with you, for there 

is a medical answer to this that I was trying to describe to Francis, and it was difficult in the 

translation of it. And what I will describe will be appropriate for others of you who would have 

similar problems with animals marking their territory as it is, so this information will be useful to 

anyone who would read this transcript. 
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One of the ways, there are many ways to solve or to alleviate this problem, and one of them is 

to have the animal ingest a particular formula. It is a liquid, so it would make it easy to have the 

animal consume this. You must take, and I will send you on a little hunt for this ~ take an herb 

that, the derivative of this herb is very common now and its primary herb, I should say, 

origination, is in an old-time herb called Yaka, Yaka, Y-A-K-A. It is a sweet-tasting herb. We 

would find it enjoyable from this end to watch you search for this, and once you have found its 

modern-day derivative, you will place it onto the record. 

 

How far back was this called Yaka?  

 

Jacques: That will be for you to find out. When you find it in its modern-day form, you will find 

it to be in a powder. You are to take one tablespoon of this powder and place it into one cup of 

water from the spring, one cup of a berry juice that has a red color to it. 

 

Raspberry? 

 

Jacques: Raspberry. Raspberry. You are to give the animal one-half cup per day for a period of 

two weeks. This will eliminate the problem, not permanently but will give you a time of rest and 

will ~ once it begins again, you simply give this to the animal. It will, with some animals, be an 

ongoing type of medication. For others, it may only take one application of the two-week time 

frame. You will know this. (Yaka was later determined to be Yucca, a member of the cactus family which 

grows in the West) 

 

Do rabbits experience the same thing as male cats? 

 

Jacques: Not in the same way. Any animal that is tormented with this, and it is a torment for the 

animal, can be given this formula. 

 

A Horse With Hind Leg Issues From A Past Life, And A Remedy Suggested To Help 

(April 25, 1989) 

 

We have a new family member, a horse. I feel very connected to this horse, and I think I have been in a 

past life together with him, and he has probably saved my life once. Now, the horse has problems with 

his hind legs. Can we do something about the horse's pain? 

 

As we had discussed in the last meeting when we spoke of Atlantis, we spoke of the large animals 

who aided in the surviving entities from the crumbling land mass of Atlantis into the new areas. 

The entity of whom you speak was in this physical encasement ten thousand years ago, as a very 

large animal with, as I described it in our last session, reptile-type skin, and there were a 

significant number of them who saved great numbers of all of you. And this animal that is now in 
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the encasement which you described was what you might call a pet of yours, as much as any of 

these large animals at that time could be petted. You had a special affinity, for you have had 

many, many, lifetimes together. This is true of many of you. This is acknowledged. Mushiba, for 

example, with Barnabus, has had thousands of experiences with him. And you have a strong 

connection. You have felt this, and it is correct what you feel. 

 

He now, however, has come in to deal with a balancing, for during the time of transport through 

the waters he, the entity, damaged his legs. These animals were of such structure that their hind 

legs were smaller than their front legs, and this was so that they could propel themselves from 

behind, be it on the land or in the water. And this particular entity became very, very concerned, 

shall we say ~ the best word to use ~ in his responsibilities to transport and to save entities, and 

you were helping in this endeavor to gather the people and to get them to come to where the 

animals were, to move them across the water. And he was very enthusiastic about this, knowing 

that at the Soul Level what was being accomplished. 

 

And in all of this excitement he damaged his hind legs. And he continued, however, to move 

through the water and made several trips while injured and finally gave up the quest, shall we 

say, for saving, and began to rest on the ground. You were with him. He was feeling that he had 

not completed his task and that he had allowed his physical encasement to overcome him. As a 

result of that, he left his physical encasement. His spirit left, thinking that he had not finished his 

mission, even though he had. 

 

He has had a number of incarnations since that time but has dealt in other animal forms to learn 

other types of lessons and has not come to grips with this lingering feeling, and has decided that, 

along with many of the other entities who have now come in at this time to rectify and balance 

those of the human, those of the animal, that he will deal with this now. It is at the same level as 

you might say, psychological, in The Human Kingdom. He thinks that his legs bother him. There 

needs to be a healing here, and at the spirit Soul Level he needs to understand that there is no 

debt to be paid. As far as being in pain ~ as he believes it, it is pain, but it is not of the pain that 

would require him to leave his physical encasement. You can help him, as many of the 

community now find, that placing a crystal around the neck of the animal helps in the balancing. 

 

And I should not do any treatment with oil or homeopathic treatment? I started castor oil packs. 

 

Oh, yes. You have moved one step ahead of us. We were going to suggest that, first you find a 

crystal, and that is of a green shade, and you have it so that it can be around his neck at all times. 

And then, because of your own developing healing abilities that you have come into to work on 

and to bring through, this is an opportunity for you to help him, and in combination with the 

crystal there can be a healing that occurs. 

 

So, it should be a green, clear crystal? And I should continue with the oil packs and search Homeopathic 

treatment? 
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Yes. 

 

The Herbal Remedy For The Horse Is Also Beneficial For Humans In Aches Of The Joints 

 

There is a particular herb that you would be able to find. I search the vocabulary here ~ the 

spelling of it. You would want ~ it is spelled, C-O-L ~ this is a difficult one. C-O-L-L-E-M-Y. This 

may not be its exact spelling. More than likely, it is not, but ~  

 

(This question, or comment, is inaudible on the tape) 

 

Yes, indeed. It is a leaf that has a bluish tint to it, a bluish tint, and it is found growing in rocky 

areas. This will help you to, in your research, to describe to those who would know about herbs. 

Its leaf is small and very delicate. When you find this leaf, you would crumble it and you would 

give some of this in two different ways ~ you would allow a small portion, perhaps a 

tablespoon, to be eaten directly, and then, a portion into that which is castor oil, and to mix it in 

the castor oil, and as the castor oil is on the external portion, it will assist. This particular herb is 

also very beneficial for The Human Kingdom for aches of the, what are called, the joints. This is 

an herb that is not widely known, but then that is of no surprise to any of you. (Waith confirmed the 

herb as Chaparral in a later session) 

 

And Waith, between the castor oil packs, now I also use peanut oil rubs. 

 

We would recommend that once you have found this herb, that you use this with the castor oil 

only. Until you have this herb, then the ~ that from the peanut will suffice. 

 

And does the horse need exercise, or rest? 

 

Rest. 

 

So, we should not walk him at all? 

 

Very, very limited. Enough just so that there is some movement, perhaps every other day, as 

measured on the plane. 

 

So only walk him, or also trot?  

 

Not a very hard walking, but very gentle slow ~ very, very slow with your hand on him at all 

times so that he recognizes that the connection is still there and does not feel so separated from 

you. 
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And how long does this take until we can exercise him? 

 

You will know this as he gains strength, for it will become a natural that he will begin to move 

more rapidly himself. 

 

And so, should we have the veterinarian come out and examine his legs and takes X-rays? People have 

already criticized me ~ why I bought this horse, and we should sell it again, and how can you work with 

the horse? 

 

It is the same situation that many of you find when you choose not to go to the customary 

doctors. It is a judgement that you must make yourself, for the cure can occur from within you 

and the entity ~ if you believe it. 

 

Is there such a book as this that would have the names of these herbs? 

 

No. If it did, it would be easy now, wouldn’t it? There are, you understand ~ that there are 

many, many herbs that have not been widely known by the current knowledge on the plane, or 

have been known by select numbers of people, select people. There are also herbs that have had 

popularity in times past with various cultures and have gone by the wayside, shall we say, the 

current culture that is now on the plane. It does not mean that it is no longer available. We give 

you information on particular herbs that have been used within the time frame that would gain 

reference to the herb. We would not give you an herb that was used, for example, three 

thousand years ago where there is no modern record of any type. So, there are records of this 

herb. The spelling may not be entirely accurate, but the description is. 

 

Waith Discusses The Issue Of Someone’s Dog Having Separation Anxiety 

(May 16, 1989) 

 

Waith, what do you suggest I do with my dog who has been totally out of control ever since my parents 

are on a trip? 

 

More out of control than before? 

 

But since my parents left, she has been ~  

 

More out of control. You see, this is ~ and this occurs with many in The Animal Kingdom ~ this 

is her first time on the earth plane. Thus, she is having tremendous difficulties and she simply is 

feeling disconnected, and because it is her first time on the plane, she is unaware of the issues of 

separation, and she, in her way, you see, has established a bond and she is fearing now that they 

have left her and she is frightened. She does not understand that they will return. All she sees is 

that they have left. She does not feel their vibration, and in spite of her ill behavior when they 
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are around, they are providing to her that foundation that will establish the pattern of 

reincarnation for her as she progresses on the plane. 

 

So, it is temporary, and there is really nothing that you can do. There really is not. You can 

continue to send her Light and help her at her Soul Level to understand that they will return, but 

it will be only upon their return. When they do return then they need to spend some quantity of 

time with her, and to reassure her. 

 

Did her stone fall off the other day for a specific reason? 

 

The stone is attempting to soothe the vibration, and the vibration was so, shall we say, ruffled 

that the stone felt the impact of it and was literally thrown from the vibration of the entity. It 

need only be placed back on, but wait until the return, for the stone will simply be thrown again 

until that occurs. It would be beneficial that your mate be the one to place the stone back on. 

 

Francis Answers Some Questions Regarding Animal Pets 

(May 23, 1989) 

 

Francis: There are many animals now who have come into the vibrations and the community 

members' lives and we are assisting those who would need that help to give you the necessary 

vibrational attunements as they will with you also. Waith has indicated that if there is a question 

from one that I would be available now to answer. 

 

We have four kittens. I am afraid they will walk out and never come back, as some others did in 

the past. 

 

Francis: Those of the vibration of the cat family have, as particular lessons to learn, as do all 

energy forms who take on particular vibrations and particular encasements, lessons of, among 

many others, wandering, and these particular entities, not just those that are in your vibration but 

in general those of the cat family, many will wander and become lost, as it is referred to. This is 

part of that which they must learn and the lessons that they encounter. Some return back to their 

home base. Others do not and take on other types of lessons. 

 

There is not much that you can do without it being interference in that which they must learn. 

You can, as you would with other entities, be they of The Animal Kingdom or of The Human 

Kingdom or of any kingdom, send your love and your Light and hope that you will be able to 

help them in the best way possible with that which they must learn. You must not become, as we 

would say, obsessed with keeping them inside, for you would then become dominated in your 

life by their lessons to be learned. Rather, trust in The Universe that that which needs to be 

learned will be by them as well as by you. 

 

Francis, would I be interfering if I allow the new rabbits to go to a new home that I know they 

will be caged? Or should I just allow this? 
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Francis: Just allow. Yes. 

 

If someone wants to give it a home, just let it go. 

 

Francis: Yes, you must not, then, impose your own standards upon those others, as we have 

stated, as it relates to the humans, where you do not impose your views. You would do so with 

all concerned including those of The Animal Kingdom, knowing that they would go to those 

vibrations where they need to learn their lessons and it is not up to you to determine that, but 

rather The Universe. 

 

Someone’s Past Life Connections With A Horse That Is Having Front Leg Issues 

(July 11, 1989) 

 

I am visiting here and I have been working with a horse ~ she has injuries in her front legs, and it seems 

to be better now. I feel strongly connected to her and I would like to ride her before I go back to 

Germany. Can you please comment on this? 

 

Indeed. You feel the connection, my dearest, for the animal spirit has been with you in other 

manifestations, for the animal spirits travel with the human spirits through many, many 

incarnations, and there is a mutual helping of spirit. This particular animal, now in the form of 

what is called a horse, has had other physical encasements of a much smaller size, and it has taken 

on this large size for some lessons of its path to learn, and it has been accustomed in other 

incarnations to being held by you, you see, because it was small, and it finds itself wishing, you 

see, that it could be held by you. Now, there is no problem in your riding the entity before you 

depart. It will be fine and it will be very beneficial for both of your energy forms to reunite in 

touch such as that of your riding, for the entity will feel the connection, and you will help this 

entity to feel joy. 

 

A Remedy Is Given For A Pony Suffering From Allergies 

(July 11, 1989) 

 

I have another question. I have a pony in Germany, and in summer she is suffering from allergy, and 

could you please give me some advice? 

 

The allergy of which you speak is a common one in the ~ for The Animal Kingdom, that 

manifests in the geographic area that you reside in. What you might find beneficial to ease the 

allergy reaction for your pony is to take a mixture of one tablespoon of pure honey, place that 

with the herb that is referred to on the plane as rosemary. Crush ~ you would want to get the 

dried version of the herb, preferably to have it fresh and to have been dried naturally by 

yourself, have it dried and crush one tablespoon of this rosemary herb, mix it with the honey, 

and place this mixture in your hand, and have your pony eat this mixture from your hand. It is 

important that it be from your hand, for the energy connections that you would transmit 
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through this mixture into the animal's spirit would be very critical, and this will help ease the 

discomfort that the pony has. 

 

This pony is also another entity spending much time with you in other times. You will have a 

great affinity with The Animal Kingdom, my love, and you will find yourself, as the time goes on 

in this manifestation, devoting time and much effort to The Animal Kingdom. You will devote 

much of your mission in this lifetime to the energies in the animal form. 

 

Do Spirits Incarnate In Animals? 

(August 08, 1989) 

 

Oh, indeed. Oh, indeed. We have presented many sessions where particular questions have been 

asked of animal spirits and The Animal Kingdom and you might want to avail yourself of that 

information. They are very, very much of the Light as well as the dark entities that those of The 

Human Kingdom take on and they have their own agenda, shall we say, of lessons to be learned 

and to teach. And Barnabus, for example, is in his final manifestation in The Animal Kingdom 

even though he might be teaching Angel the cat a few lessons that she needs to learn, for Angel, 

you see, chases the rabbits and so Barnabus now has taken it upon himself to begin chasing Angel 

to show her what it is like. It all balances. 

 

Teaching And Learning, From Your Pets 

(November 07, 1989) 

 

When our pets are involved in incidents, is that primarily for their learning, for our learning, or for both 

of us, is there teaching and learning involved? 

 

There is, generally speaking, teaching and learning involved in any situation that occurs, 

regardless of the level of energy form involved. In this case, The Animal Kingdom with that of 

The Human Kingdom would only be an indicator that, depending of course on the situation and 

the path involved, whether the animal was teaching and/or learning. coinciding with the related 

energy form that it was involved with. In your particular case there was a learning mode for both 

you and the animal. 

 

A Question Of The Animal Kingdom ~ All Energies Have Their Paths And Their Destiny ~ All 

(February 20, 1990) 

 

I have too many cats in my house and I am seriously thinking of taking them to the Humane Society. I do 

not want to do it because I am afraid that they are going to put them to sleep, but I just cannot cope with 

them any longer. What do I do? Follow what I think I should do? 
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You have been with us long enough to know that we will not tell you what to do. We would 

say to you that your instincts are correct and you must follow that which your instincts give to 

you, understanding that all energies have their paths and their destiny ~ all. 

 

If they are in another dimension ~ they are just going into another dimension if they die. 

 

There is no death, my love. It is simply the moving from one field of energy to another. There is 

more to it all than the earth plane, understand that. The silly earth plane, it is what you all 

become so engrossed in and think that there is nothing else. There is far more, far more, and 

your path on the plane is only a part of the total ~ a very small part of the total. 

 

A Discussion About Human Sacrifices, Animal Sacrifices, And Cannibalism 

(March 13, 1990) 

 

Some have said that the Mayans did human sacrifices. I understand that those of the dark must have been 

involved, but I do not know if that is the right conclusion. 

 

Indeed, it is not. The tradition, if you will, in the illusion currently in the plane is that ~ and this 

is a part of the scenario of this particular illusion ~ that human, as you would call it, sacrifice, and 

also animal sacrifice, and also the consumption of human, as you would call it, cannibalism, as is 

practiced in many current cultures on the plane, and those who have been on the plane, actually 

have a spiritual base to it, for it is believed that the energy of the entity that is being sacrificed or 

consumed can then be taken into the energy of those who are doing this. And thus it is in their 

thinking, in their own perceptions of energy transference, that this is a way of gaining energy. 

 

Now, understand that, again, these behaviors relate to lessons to be taught and lessons to be 

learned. It is always lessons to be taught and lessons to be learned, and the frustration that all 

feel, of course, is in not knowing what it is, and isn't that too bad that you do not understand 

what an entity is all about. 

 

Now, my love, in some cases there can be a strong influence of the dark that creates in the mind 

of an entity the illusion, again, that they can in fact gain energy by consuming another. Humans 

who consume animals have at the base of their soul memories with the sojourn on the earth 

plane that energy is gained in some way by consumption, or in human or animal sacrifice the 

taking of the blood, and a common occurrence is to drink the blood from the human sacrifice or 

the animal sacrifice. This brings into the consuming entity, energy. This is, however, not correct. 

This does not occur, for one energy is unable to consume another energy ~ it is merely an 

illusion of such ~ and that we see now on the plane evidence of this thought that finds itself in 

the consumption of anything on the plane, that energy for the encasement is achieved. And thus 

it is part of the illusion. 
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Understand that in other illusions the encasement needs no nourishment. Understand also that 

you need not fear that you would be therefore considered a cannibal because you eat. It is all 

part of the illusion ~ it is necessary for what you have chosen to take on in this illusion. 

 

There are many entities also who have chosen not to come onto the plane during this particular 

illusion. They are waiting for the next one to come along. They decided this was not one they 

wanted to be a part of. You all have that choice, you see. And thus it is that for many of you 

who might feel a discomfort in this incarnation there are strong possibilities that you chose to 

come in at the end of the illusion, and that you have not been in during this illusion, and rather 

have spent your time in other illusions and sat out this one, but decided for growth that you 

would come in at the time of the illusion change. So, fear not if you consume. It is as it is. 

 

Eating Meat Versus Being Vegetarian, And Judgements For This 

(March 13, 1990) 

 

If someone consumes animal, which has a consciousness, is there an exchange of consciousness with the 

animal? 

 

No. That does not occur. Consciousness is not exchangeable. There can be a meeting of 

consciousness but it is not exchangeable under the normal circumstances. 

 

Are you saying that it is not necessary for people to be vegetarians in this illusion to grow spiritually? 

 

Oh, indeed, my love. You understand ~ and we have addressed this in other times, other 

sessions ~ that the issue of what is consumed is strictly for the individual, and that you must not 

feel that if you are not, as you would say, vegetarian that you are not progressing spiritually. This 

is incorrect, most incorrect, and again, it is judgement that you must all be very, very careful of, 

for if you are to observe an individual who you see apparently addicted to many of the earth 

plane situations, and you were to say, "Well! That person is certainly not very spiritual. This 

person eats meat and consumes caffeine and nicotine, and all the other little wonders of the 

illusion, that this person is by no means spiritual. I am far more spiritual, for I am a vegetarian." 

This is very incorrect, for remember, that many, many highly evolved entities enter into the plane 

specifically to teach and take on the persona of that which is not what it appears to be. 

 

And thus, as the Community of Terra Lux, you all are quite unique as a group, for you will accept 

anyone. There is no entry qualification, and if you choose to have certain preferences in 

consumption patterns, that is fine, but you must be careful of imposing that upon others and 

giving the appearance that you are better than someone else if you do not consume certain 

products, if you will. Be very, very careful. 

 

It is not to say that when you are, shall we say, serving food, that you serve what is appealing to 

yourself, and that when others are guests of yours, that you have a number of choices. You can 
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simply serve that which you feel is appropriate for yourself, and think that they must then 

consume that, or you can offer variations. If you know that your guests prefer something other 

than what you prefer, then you are being, shall we say, hospitable by finding their needs, for if 

you are the vegetarian and you go to dine with one who is not, and they decide to serve you 

what they feel is appropriate for themselves, and they serve you meat, then what do you do? 

And thus it is that you must look at the way in which you are perceived, and the way in which 

you perceive to understand this issue, and you must always be looking to Be of Service to Others, 

and what is the best way to Be of Service? Is it to provide the food that is appropriate for 

yourself, if it will not in fact offend the other, or is it more of service to provide the food that is 

appropriate for the other while it may not be appropriate for you, you see. It is not an easy thing 

we tell you now, is it? 

 

The Symbolism Of Animals Representing Peace And Harmony 

(May 29, 1990) 

 

I have been looking at some pictures, and there was a picture of a dove, very obviously, and I am 

wondering if I have made the right conclusion that that could be Amelius showing himself as a dove in a 

picture. 

 

One of the interesting aspects of this particular illusion currently on the plane is the symbolism 

that has been presented by us from the various other dimensions for the understanding on the 

plane. Animals have been used as symbolism for love and for peace ~ the lamb, for example ~ 

and the references coming from the time when Amelius manifested as Jesus. And the dove, as 

you would call it, has been one of those symbols that is representative of peace and harmony 

which has come from the words of Amelius over a succession of lifetimes in which he manifested 

as what you would refer to as a religious leader. So, yes, is the answer. 

 

A Personal Response To Someone’s Question About The Health Of Their Pets 

(October 02, 1990) 

 

Magic and Snowflake are very sick and we are treating them. Would you give us some advice? 

 

Yes, indeed. This is an issue at Soul Level that you, my love, know relates to issues that you are 

here to work on and the development of healing abilities. And to develop abilities, as we have 

indicated so many times, requires tremendous lessons, testing. You and the entity, your mother, 

are being tested to stretch your abilities at healing. You have the knowledge, for the tests would 

not be given unless the knowledge was there. It is simply being able to call upon the knowledge, 

and the acknowledgement that you are being tested at a very high level, for this is, shall we say, 

you are in an advanced level of schooling ~ (Word inaudible on tape) both you and your mother, 

and the animals have agreed to work with you in your testing. 
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It is a mutual agreement, for both of these animal entities have been with you in other times, and 

that who is Snowflake was your dog in this lifetime before you moved to where you are now, 

and you need to connect once again with the beautiful energy. And the other rabbit is not 

affected by the illness, for it is to highlight to you that it is specific and not general. 

 

That who is Magic misses you very much, and not unlike the crystal having the temper tantrum, 

Magic wants your attention and feels neglected and needs to be hugged. Snowflake would be 

served very well by having ~ I will give you this, what you might call, recipe, that you would 

take one half cup of the castor oil ~ are you writing this down, my love, quickly? You would 

then take ~ it is a twig called bark from that which is the pear tree that is in the yard of 

Mushiba's location. And you would take a twig and a bark, two ~ two separate situations, very 

small, not big, that you would then boil those two items in one half of a cup of purified water 

until the water has been saturated with the elements that make up the twig and the bark. You 

would then mix the castor oil and the water. Tricky combination, water and oil, but you will find 

that they mix. And you would then place this mixture onto that which are the lesions of 

Snowflake. 

 

And it is important that as a part of this mixture, all physical components, that you devote time 

to nurturing Snowflake, holding him and rocking him. Rocking is very nice. You would do this 

once each day for seven days. Continue to do this during the seven day period, even as it 

appears that the healing has occurred. You would want to do this for seven days, at the same 

time each day. It matters not when that is. What does matter is that it is at the same time each 

day. And it would be best served for you to do this and to find a quiet place to do this. And you 

would certainly have assistance from your mother in the preparation, even though your cooking 

crystal should help you. 

 

Are Scientists Correct When They Say Animals Do Not See Colors The Way That Humans See? 

(November 02, 1993) 

 

Well, you know, just as humans are not able to tell what other humans are seeing for color, how 

could any entity say that of an animal? They do not know what an animal sees. They do not 

know what they see. 

 

They think they do. 

 

Oh, well, indeed. We are on the record many times in our discussions of the arrogance of many 

in the scientific communities that exist on the earth plane that they think they know it all. 

 

Animals do indeed, just as all energy is able to respond to color, for color is life ~ it is energy ~ 

energy is life ~ life is energy ~ therefore, there must be a response by every energy form to its 

color. This chair responds to its color. 
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Are There Implications In Color Blindness For One Who Sees Differently Than The Consensus? 

 

Indeed, there are implications to this. Some of it relates to lessons to be learned and some of it 

relates to a vibration of the entity, and it becomes an individual situation. What you call color 

blindness, by the normal standards of earth plane, we find amusing, for again, who is to 

determine what the actual hue is that is being presented? 

 

And while you could very easily say, well, that person is saying that he or she is seeing red when 

we know that it is green, does not in any way acknowledge the higher levels of awareness of 

color, for color is one, and each color is an encasement in itself. And just as all energy is part of 

The One, this also includes color. And that if you were to take all of the colors and bring them 

into the higher level of understanding, the higher dimensions, they would be the same. 

 

Francis Comes In With Questions Regarding The Animal Kingdom And The New Illusion 

(October 18, 1994) 

 

Francis: I am known as Francis. My nickname has become Frank, as they have attempted to 

lighten my energies. My primary responsibilities concern The Animal Kingdom and the attempts 

to help in the balancing within The Animal Kingdom that all the other energies have as issues. 

And as The Shift approaches, it will become very, very critical that the issues of balance with The 

Animal Kingdom are maintained. Would there be any questions from any of you to us regarding 

The Animal Kingdom? 

 

Would there have to be a migration of animals before The Shift so that they can be in the proper climate 

for themselves? 

 

Francis: There will be what you would call a migration of The Animal Kingdom in very similar 

ways that will occur with the other kingdoms, The Human Kingdom included, that brings entities 

into the proper positioning of the earth plane physical so as to be able to acclimate to the new 

vibrational configurations of a particular location. The animals will also, however, have very 

large numbers of departures at the time of The Shifting as they realign in their own energy 

strengthenings for The New Illusion. There is much that has not been given for information until 

now regarding the effect of The Animal Kingdom in relation to The Shifting. It is now time on the 

earth plane to begin giving through that information in a more concerted effort. There will be 

much more substantial information given during the coming two earth plane years. 

 

Does the animal have the same pivotal points around the earth shift than human beings, or are they 

completely different? 

 

Francis: The pivotal points to which you refer are those energy connectors that keep the illusion 

intact and keep the vibration of the plane as it needs to be, and therefore, is in control for all 

who are on the plane regardless of the kingdom in which they find themselves. So, yes, The 
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Animal Kingdom is considered part of that pivotal configuration and the new alignment of the 

pivotal points. 

 

There will be many animal species actually disappear, and there will be new animal species after The Shift? 

 

Francis: You would refer to them, yes, as species. They will have different encasements, and will 

bring in different types of vibrational heritages from one generation to the next that will be 

different from what this illusion currently is manifesting. However, it has already begun, and it 

will not be something that suddenly there are all of these new, what you call, species. There will 

be a gradual development of that. And when moving into the new vibration, it will be quite 

some earth plane time before all of the so called species have appeared. It would be several 

hundred earth plane years before all of the species have made their imprint, if you will. They 

have already begun to appear. 

 

Will there be a balance of nature? 

 

Francis: Yes, indeed. The balance of nature, as you call it, is all that inhabits the earth plane. All of 

the kingdoms are considered nature. And this is, of course, one of the fallacies of The Human 

Kingdom that they live by, that there is The Human Kingdom, and everything else, and that The 

Human Kingdom is somehow superior to everything else. The reality of all of this on the earth 

plane is that, what you call nature, is all the kingdoms. It is a circle. There is no kingdom better 

than the other, and so that the balance of nature is what is occurring now and all are involved in 

it. 

 

The Animal Kingdom will be a very critical component, however, in some of the major balancing 

issues. The abuse of The Animal Kingdom has reached a very significant point on the earth plane. 

With all illusions, certain kingdoms take on the role of being abused more than others so as to 

learn those lessons and to teach lessons to those who would abuse. For this particular illusion in 

which you find yourselves, it is The Animal Kingdom. And it has been true from the beginning of 

the illusion ten thousand earth plane years ago that animals were the subject of abuse by, 

especially, The Human Kingdom. 

 

We would tell you, however, that in other illusions it has been the other situation in which the 

animals have abused The Human Kingdom. If that sounds much like what you call your science 

fiction, understand that information such as those stories that you hear from other's so-called 

imagination is information that comes from higher sources that provide insight into that which 

was and that which will be again, for all returns to its origin, and The Cycle is completed. It takes 

several illusions, of course, to do that and approximately one million earth plane years for the 

series of illusions to come to completion and The Circle is complete. It then begins again, and 

again and again. 

 

Do animals that we bring into our home understand our feelings and our moods? 
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Francis: Most of them do. The Animal Kingdom has a particular ability, as a kingdom of energy, 

to be attuned to energies of The Human Kingdom especially, although other kingdoms do have 

that same type of response with The Animal Kingdom. What you would understand, of course, is 

that just as each of you in The Human Kingdom is on a path of development in your 

understandings and your awarenesses of other energies, so too do those in The Animal Kingdom 

move along their path in understanding those in The Human Kingdom. They would come into 

your vibration to share your living space, for example, to help, and to serve, and to serve as 

friends and companions, and also to learn from The Human Kingdom. Not all, however, who 

would come into your vibration would have that sensitivity, and rather, would be choosing a 

particular human, for example, to help them in developing that ability. But for most of the 

situations you will find at this point in the illusion, and that is an important idea to remember, 

most of those in The Animal Kingdom are rather finely attuned to The Human Kingdom 

sensitivities. 

 

In The New Illusion, there will be very different interactions between The Animal Kingdom and 

The Human Kingdom, and that type of interaction is subject for discussion within these next two 

earth plane years, as we now are in the position and have been given the go ahead, shall you 

say, to give more concrete information about The New Illusion. And it will begin. It begins now 

actually. 

 

Waith has commented that in The New Illusion about the decline in the eating of animal, or flesh. Does 

that mean then that the farm animals will be declining? I mean, cattle and pigs and things like this will not 

be in common usage anymore? 

 

Francis: We will be discussing those topics during the next two earth plane years in a way that 

will bring a sense of understanding to the total discussion rather than to now simply respond in 

isolation to that particular question. We would show it in relationship to other changes that will 

occur. So, we would place that particular question on hold for now. We now will allow one of 

the others in The Company to come in and greet you, and we wish you all on the earth plane 

language our love and heartfelt best. 

 

The Subject Of Cross Pollination, As In The Animal/Human From The Atlantean Time 

(October 08, 1995) 

 

When you have a mixture of the kingdoms, as has happened in the past with animal and human 

kingdoms, obviously, you have some vibrational changes that go on at that time. Could you discuss that a 

little bit and perhaps discuss what happens when that energy passes over, in evaluating the life? How does 

it perceive the animal/human combination? Is there a difference in what happens when it passes over to 

the other side? 

 

The question that you raise has complications in it, for when there is a combination of two 

kingdoms forming one energy field, such as animal and human, as was used during the Atlantean 
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time, there is a combination factor that comes from the energy grouping that surrounds an 

energy. The combinations come from an energy's energy grouping. So, when there is 

animal/human combination, for example, it comes from the same energy grouping, so it is in 

itself ~ itself. 

 

The issues that relate to evaluation of it as an energy and its potential growth, therefore, become 

situational, but also very complex. For now, there is the dealing with multiple energies from an 

energy grouping, and not just one energy trying to evaluate its own growth. Now it becomes 

more sophisticated. Generally, when that situation has occurred ~ cross-kingdom pollination, as 

it is called, there are major lessons of abuse, that come out of the Energy Circle, to be learned. By 

taking on that type of role indicates a very strong desire to balance that abuse. 

 

There are other ways to balance abuse of other kingdoms, other than cross pollinating. To cross 

pollinate means that there is dedication and commitment, in a short-term scenario, to balancing. 

It therefore brings about a greater degree of growth if the path in that life was successful. There is 

more that can be discussed on this topic, of course, which we will be addressing in some future 

time, not in this coming year of course, for it is Meditation Year ~ but the discussion of what you 

would call Interspecies Alignment will be discussed. It is an area that you will see some evidence 

of its usage right before The Shifting actually occurs. 

 

Francis Discusses The Animal Kingdom’s Role In Concept Of Community 

(March 19, 1996) 

 

Francis: Waith has indicated in prior discussions that The Animal Kingdom will have a significant 

role to play in these final cleansings that are on the planet, as well as into The New Illusion. We 

are the guardians of The Animal Kingdom. I am involved in that along with a group that protects 

the animals, and also, we are here to give a strengthening to their position within the community 

concept. The Animal Kingdom is one in which many of you ~ those of you gathered here and 

those of you who would read the words ~ will go into when you have finished the sojourn. 

 

There are also many who have just come from The Animal Kingdom. We tell you this to 

emphasize that there is no hierarchy of importance. The Human Kingdom is not higher than The 

Animal Kingdom. There is no hierarchy in community. There is equality. All that make up your 

lives are equal. You are no more superior to the rug. You are not, as humans, superior. There is 

no superiority. All energy is of the same standard. What sets energy apart is the role that is played 

by each energy in the community that it forms. It is all a role that is played.  

 

One of the greatest lessons on the earth plane in this illusion is the treatment of animals, for it is 

determined by The Human Kingdom that they are superior to animals and that they can abuse 

animals. It is done quite consciously and quite deliberately by many. It is a testing that is 

presented on the plane now. It is not the issue of eating animal. It is the issue of the respect of 

animal as equal and different and a role to play. Remember that the consumption of anything 

that goes into the human encasement has the same effect, whether it be animal, mineral, plant. 
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Many choose not to consume the animal and they choose to do this because of the vibrational 

statement that it makes. 

 

We are here to give you the broader Concept of Community and that the animal is the symbol in 

this illusion for how easily abused other kingdoms are by The Human Kingdom. This does not say 

that other kingdoms do not abuse The Human Kingdom, for they certainly do, and that other 

kingdoms abuse other kingdoms. They certainly do.  


